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As life starts to “return to normal” it is still too soon for
us to think the pandemic is over here, although the
vaccine roll out does offer us more hope. I have
marvelled at the resilience of our children and young
people to bounce back in the midst of disruptions and
uncertainty. In fact, I wonder if it is the adults who
have been most impacted by the restrictions and fear
of the virus? As we worry about the changes going
on around us our anxiety can roll over to our children
usually protected from the harsh realities of life. I
wonder how your parent guilt-level is going? While
we strive to be the best parents we can be, the reality
is we are only human and there are only 24 hours in
a day! But parenting is one of the most important jobs
we have, and all too quickly our children will be all
grown up and our ability to teach and influence them
is diminished.
We often talk about partnering with parents on their
children’s educational journey. You trust us with your
children for many of their formative years but the
primary responsibility for the formation of their values
and behaviour comes for your influence and training.
It sounds like a daunting task, and I remember the
feeling of responsibility, when I first became a
mother, of ensuring my daughter grew up to be an
independent woman. I wish I could say it has been
easy, but I have actually discovered that it continues
to be a challenge no matter what stage of
development they are at.
As a College we love learning and we would like to
share with you a resource that is designed to
empower you as parents with credible and sound
information, and with realistic, practical ongoing
support strategies. We now have a subscription to
SchoolTV. The purpose of SchoolTV is to provide a

single resource for parents, about a specific topic, to
streamline reputable information from leading
specialists. Content is based around major topics of
influence and is delivered via a series of videos
presented by leading youth health specialist,
Dr Michael Carr-Gregg. School TV is accessible via
mobile, tablet and desktop. Some topics include:
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•

Youth anxiety
Depression
Digital Reputation
Screen Addiction
Drug and Alcohol Abuse
Social Networking
Self-harm and Suicide
Sleep

I would encourage you to take a browse through the
topics you will find on their website. We also have a
link from the Community page on our website.
Please enjoy reading the rest of this newsletter as
you learn more about what has been happening in
‘the Life’ of our College in recent weeks.
‘Train up a child in the way he should go; even when
he is old he will not depart from it.’ Proverbs 22:6

Mrs Naomi Wilkins
Principal

College News
Junior School Assemblies
With the return to Junior School Assemblies each morning, awards will be presented at 8:40am on the following
days:
•

Monday

Years K-2 Classwork Merits

•

Wednesday

Years 3-6 Classwork Merits

•

Friday

Years K-6 College Values Awards

Harmony Day
Harmony Day will be celebrated at the College on Monday 22 March, 2021.
Students will be participating in various class based activities and are encouraged to wear an orange accessory
(hat, shoe laces, arm band, hair ribbon) to help acknowledge this day.

P & F Fundraiser BBQ
Our Parents & Friends BBQ Fundraiser at Gregory Hills
Bunnings that was supposed to be held this weekend has
been postponed due to predicted wet weather.
Please watch this space for new date.

Oran Park Anglican App
Please note that we are sending out information as a broadcast via
our Oran Park Anglican College app. Please ensure you download
the app, and have your notifications on in your settings so that you
don’t miss out on important alerts in relation to sports, excursions
and so much more.

What is NAPLAN

Tailored testing

The National Assessment Program – Literacy and
Numeracy (NAPLAN) assesses the literacy and
numeracy skills of students in Years 3, 5, 7 and 9.

Tailored testing provides a more precise assessment
of students’ performance. Students at each year level
start with a similar set of questions. Depending on the
number of questions they answered correctly, the next
set of questions may be more, or less, difficult.

Students participate in NAPLAN tests in reading,
writing, conventions of language (spelling,
grammar and punctuation) and numeracy.
NAPLAN provides an understanding of how
individual students are performing at the time of the
tests. The tests are just one aspect of a school’s
assessment and reporting process – it does not
replace ongoing assessments made by teachers
about student performance.
NAPLAN also provides schools and education
authorities with information about how education
programs are working and whether young
Australians are achieving important educational
outcomes in literacy and numeracy.
Moving to NAPLAN Online
Schools in all states and territories are moving from
paper tests to online tests. It is expected that all
NSW schools will transition to NAPLAN Online by
2022. The move to NAPLAN Online brings new
benefits for teachers and students.
What are the benefits of NAPLAN Online?
More precise results with an adaptive design:
Tailored tests adapt to a student’s performance and
ask questions that match the student’s achievement
levels.
Better engagement: Research into online
assessment indicates that students engage well
with online tests as the questions are tailored to
their achievement levels.

A student’s NAPLAN result is based on both the
number and difficulty of questions the student answers
correctly. A student who completes a more difficult set
of questions is more likely to achieve a higher score.
Watch a video (3:06 length) to learn more about
tailored testing – https://youtu.be/oGFseJAM3Ew
Supporting your child
The best approach for preparing your child for
NAPLAN is to encourage your child to do the best they
can on the day.
Excessive preparation or the use of coaching providers
is not recommended.
Students can use the public demonstration site to
familiarise themselves with the tools and type of
questions they will experience in NAPLAN Online
– https://www.nap.edu.au/onlineassessment/public-demonstration-site
Students’ digital skills
The digital skills required to complete NAPLAN
Online are skills that students use in everyday
classroom activities.
Students do not need to be able to touch type to
complete the test. The online test is not about
keyboard skills (just as the paper test is not about
handwriting skills).

Withdrawals and exemptions

COVID-19 advice

You can withdraw your child from NAPLAN tests.

Parents should keep students at home if they are
experiencing flu-like symptoms and monitor NSW
Health advice on COVID-19 case locations across
the state. For more information, visit
https://www.health.nsw.gov.au/Infectious/covid-19.

A student may be granted a formal exemption if
they have:
•

•

a disability that severely limits their capacity
to participate in the tests, or
Recently arrived in Australia and have a
non-English speaking background.

Contact your child’s school for further information
and to complete the parent/carer consent form.

Your child’s school will be required to conduct
NAPLAN testing in accordance with the latest
NSW Government COVID-19 advice.
Year 3 writing test

Practice tests

The Year 3 writing test is conducted on paper at
schools participating in NAPLAN Online. All other
Year 3 NAPLAN tests will be online tests.

NSW schools participating in NAPLAN Online will
participate in practice tests between 22 March and
1 April 2021.

Privacy

The practice test is a trial-run and key preparation
activity for NAPLAN Online in May. It is not an
assessment of student ability.

NESA is responsible for the collection of personal
information from NSW schools to be used during
NAPLAN testing and reporting.

NAPLAN Online 2021 test window

All data collection for NAPLAN is managed in
accordance with NSW and Federal privacy
legislation described in NESA’s privacy
management plan, which can be found on the
NESA website:
https://educationstandards.nsw.edu.au/wps/portal/nesa/
about/who-we-are/privacy/naplan-privacy.

Practice test window: 22 March – 1 April

Results

NAPLAN Online test window: 11 – 21 May

Parents receive two reports showing their child’s
achievements in NAPLAN; the individual student
report (ISR) and additional student report (ASR).
The ISR and ASR should always be interpreted
with care. Teachers will have the best insight into
a child’s educational progress.

Participation in the practice tests is highly beneficial
as it allows schools and students to become
familiar with the online assessment platform tools
and processes.

The assessment window for NAPLAN Online is
nine days instead of the three days provided for
the paper test. This is to give schools flexibility in
scheduling and accommodate schools that may
have fewer devices.
What if my child was absent on the day of a
scheduled test?
Where possible, schools may arrange catch-up
tests for individual students who were absent on
the day of a scheduled NAPLAN Online test.
Catch-up tests are not permitted after Friday 21
May 2021.

Reports are usually dispatched to schools
towards the end of Term 3. Schools then
distribute the reports to parents.
Questions?
If you have any questions, please contact your
child’s teacher in the first instance.

NSW Education Standards Authority
NAPLAN team
Phone: 1300 119 556 or 02 9367 8382

Email: naplan.nsw@nesa.nsw.edu.au

It has brought me great joy in the mornings to see our
2.
students from Kindergarten to Year 6 come together to
start the day as one group. Thanks to the easing of
restrictions, we are able to return to our usual practice of
gathering together at the start of the school day to
congratulate award winners and pray for the day ahead.
There is something good about gathering as one – it
3.
fosters a sense of belonging to something greater than
ourselves.
In order to build a sense of belonging, children need to
4.
be in the process of developing their skills to work with
others, play cooperatively, help others, have a sense of
empathy, and be a part of a team. It is important to note
that these skills are not automatic, they are skills that are 5.
developed over time through healthy routines and
consistent expectations that are set in the classroom.
Providing routines can help children understand what to
do so that they can focus on how to do it with others.
Routines such as classroom jobs, morning meetings,
and keeping a predictable schedule can help children
feel more confident and be more competent as a
member of our College community.
Research shows feeling like you belong at school is
linked to higher levels of student emotional and physical
wellbeing and better academic performance and
achievement. It is positively associated with optimism,
self-efficacy, self-esteem, self-concept and sociability. It
can reduce the likelihood of mental health problems and
promote resilience when mental health difficulties arise.
At College, we strive to foster belonging in many ways.
As parents, there are also many things you can do to
strengthen your child’s sense of belonging. Here are
five:
1.

Find out about your child’s daily routine at College.
Talk regularly with your child’s classroom teacher
and ask questions about your child’s day.

Support your child’s social and emotional
skills: Create opportunities for your child to
participate in fun experiences with other children
and support them to include and appreciate others.
Give your child encouragement that is specific and
values effort over success.
Talk about your child’s individual needs: Share
ideas and information that could help teachers plan
appropriately for your child. Let teachers know if
your child is having difficulties.
Be informed and get involved: Check for notes that
are sent home or posted of the Edumate App and
keep informed about activities. Don’t be afraid to
ask if you don’t understand something.
Get to know other families: Talk with other families
in your child’s class. Look out for new families and
help them to feel welcome.

I look forward to continuing to see all of our children
grow in their sense of belonging as the year progresses,
and ask that you partner with us in this.
“Be strong and courageous. Do not be afraid; do not be
discouraged, for the LORD your God will
be with you wherever you go.” Joshua 1:9
Mrs Jenny Squire
Deputy Principal Head of Junior School

Prep News
Much of the learning in Prep throughout this term has
been focussed around our “Big Idea” topic – “God
Made Me Special”. We have talked about our bodies
and how special they are, created funny faces with a
selection of
materials and moved using our different body parts. In
our discussions about our families and friends, the
homes we live in, the food we eat and the clothes we
wear we have taken a look at children in various countries around the world to compare their lives to the lives
we live.

During Literacy time we have been discussing what
makes a story and how we might create our own stories
in our Story Workshop session. An investigation into the
numerals 1-10 is underway in Numeracy lessons.
Developing our fine motor skills is a big focus throughout
the Prep year. We have been practising our cutting
skills and writing our names.

Judith Shepard

Year 3
Year 3 have been delving into their programmes thoroughly this term. We are
able to predict and visualise to help comprehension and are beginning to look at
making connections with ourselves, other texts and the world around us during
Reading. Our narrative writing skills have progressed, and we are enjoying the
process of completing our own stories these past couple of weeks.
Within Maths lessons we have been focusing on reviewing place value, learning
new addition and subtraction skills as well as practising our multiplication and
division strategies. The students have enjoyed the challenges faced in each
class and have shown great dedication to their
learning of these new concepts.
The World studies unit has been a hit and
students have found great enjoyment in accessing
Canvas online to complete their activities based
on our unit on Australia. We have been learning about significant events and
people in Australian history and the impact they have had on our country.
One of the highlights of the last week has been the day camp to Wedderburn
Christian Campsite to participate in a variety of challenging team building
activities. Students challenged themselves on the rock climbing wall with many
students exceeded their expectations on how high they could climb! The most
popular activity by far was the H2O Sponge Wars which saw quite a few soggy
students (and teachers!) walking back to camp.

JUNIOR SCHOOL

IPSSO
Congratulations to all of our IPSSO teams who continue to show improvement.
In our recent game against Mount Annan our oz tag teams suffered defeats with our juniors going down by one
point.
Our junior cricket team had a win and our seniors went down by five runs. Tex Thornton scored 19 runs including a
six and two fours!
Our junior football team won 3-1 and our senior team dominated the game but were unable to score, finishing with
a 0-0 draw. Special mention to Charlotte Sultana for playing so well in defence.

CIS Swimming
Congratulations to Ava Olic and Mia Stokes for recently representing CSSA at the CIS Swimming Carnival.
Mia came 7th in her heat, Ava came 12th in the 50m
freestyle and 20th in the 50m backstroke. We are so proud of
their efforts to make it so far!

Infants Sport
Kindy and Year one have been doing Zumba with Year 2 doing swimming. It has been so great to see our students
participating in sporting activities.

Mr Chapman
Junior School Sports Coordinator

This week in our Senior School Assembly we unpacked
one of our Habits of Powerful Learners, ‘Finding
Humour’. It might seem unusual to have this as one of
our important learning characteristics but stick with me
and I will explain.
We all love to have a laugh
and I especially love a good
dad joke, and while most
students roll their eyes when I
deliver them, the truth is, that
finding humour and having a
good laugh is one of the
greatest gifts we have in life. It
is also really good for us!
Laughter and good humour strengthens our immune
system, boosts mood, reduces pain, and protects us
from the negative effects of stress. Nothing works faster
or more dependably to bring our mind and body back
into balance than a good laugh. Humour lightens our
burdens, inspires hope, connects us to others, and
keeps us grounded, humble, and focussed. It also helps
human beings release anger and forgive sooner.
Humour really does have the power to heal. The ability
to laugh easily and frequently is a great way to forget our
problems, build relationships, and support our physical
and emotional wellbeing.
BUT it is really important to know what good humour is
and what unhealthy humour is. Firstly, unhealthy
humour. This is when we have laugh at the expense of
others. Paying people out, laughing when they hurt
themselves and in particular, being sarcastic. All these
kinds of humour don’t build people up, they don’t bring
real joy and they don’t build relationships and
connection.
Good humour on the other hand is being able to laugh at
oneself, it is what we call being ‘self-deprecating’. Good
humour is noticing the weird and wonderful things we

see in our world; the things that are incongruous, that
don’t quite make sense or are unexpected.
Finding humour in the natural world, or in the strange
habits and funny behaviours we as humans collectively
do. Finding humour by playing on words and creating
new meaning, (which is the essential art of the dad
joke). Using wit, creativity, and intelligence to have a
laugh at ourselves and the world in which we live.
These are examples of the best kind of humour.
The ability to laugh at ourselves is also incredibly
important for our learning. When we have the capacity
to do this, we are more likely to take risks, we can
handle embarrassment in a positive way, we can
embrace the kind of failure that leads to growth,
improvement, creativity and innovation.
The Bible teaches us in the Book of James in the new
testament, that ‘every good gift comes from God’.
Humour is a wonderful gift that God has given us, to
build us up, to build connection with each other, to
bring us health and to bring us joy.
One of the hallmarks of our College, I think, is a sense
of joy. Joy in learning and life, and enjoyment of all the
good gifts God has given us.
“When the Lord restored the fortunes of Zion, we were
like those who dreamed. Our mouths were filled with
laughter, our tongues with songs of joy. Then it was
said among the nations, ‘The Lord has done great
things for them.’ The Lord has done great things for us,
and we are filled with joy”. Psalm 126

Mr Michael Newton
Deputy Principal Head of Senior School

A Handful of HSIE
Year 7 History
Over the course of the term we have studied Investigating the Ancient Past, learning about the importance of understanding and appreciating history, as historical artefacts provide insights into what ancient societies were like.
Last week, our Year 7 students earned their archaeological licences and immediately put them to use in a
large-scale dig. The archaeological dig involved students using brushes to excavate artefacts that were
smashed into dried clay, aimed at simulating an authentic archaeological experience. Students described
what they had found and explained what it tells us about the society in which they were from.

Year 8 History
Students have enjoyed learning about Heraldry as one of the cultural features of
Medieval society. Heraldry was a special system of identification to help distinguish
armoured knights on the battle field, and for noble families to put on banners,
shields and tapestries to represent their history.
Students then had the opportunity to develop a coat of arms that they felt best
represented their family - ensuring that all their choices including the colours,
dividing lines and charge (symbol) were all meaningful. Some of these have been
displayed on the wall in the classroom as seen in the image.

Here is Ilah Nichols’ explanation of her herald:
“The colours used in the crest are from the Mauritian flag from my
dad’s side. The animals and line are from the ‘Forsyth’ crest which is
my mum’s side’s family crest. And the crown on the line is a Queen’s
crown, which represents me and my sisters.”

A Handful of HSIE
Year 9 History
Efficiency was the word as our students simulated the assembly line
that was used to create the Model T Ford vehicles during the industrial
revolution. Some students were chosen at random to be managers
and had the power to fire their workers at will, attempting to boost factory workers’ productivity and create more products (snowflakes) than
their opponents.

Stage 5 Elective History
This term students have been studying ‘Film as History’ with a focus on films made to depict the Civil
Rights Movement era of US history. In order to assess the historical accuracy and validity of these films,
students have worked in groups to research significant events and created newspaper articles as if they
were reporting in the time on these events.
One group, the KSML Reporters (Kimberly Thomson, Serena Harrison, Madison Senior & Lachlan Haack)
created an account of the Greensboro sit-in with an interesting perspective of the events from the time
that can be seen below.
This activity encouraged students to work collaboratively, to locate information for a historical inquiry, and
to apply their understanding that every source contains a perspective in the creation of their own source.
This kind of critical and empathetic understanding is fostered in Extreme History, and students have also
had the space in this topic to discuss the problematic race relations in the US and consider the implications for our own context.

A Handful of HSIE
11 Legal Studies
Over the course of the term, students in Legal Studies have been learning about the legal system.
Students participated in a criminal investigation simulation which allowed students to demonstrate critical
thinking and problem solving skills in the context of their learning.
Participants were required to number, annotate and make conclusions about the evidence at the crime
scene to gain insight on the offender and type of offence committed. Through the use of QR codes
students narrowed down three suspects which they fingerprinted and cross examined. Students then had
to decide on an offender based on links between the evidence, fingerprints and cross examination.

The Phenomena that is PDHPE
Year 8 Move and Groove
Year 8 students have been busy 'Moving and Grooving' this term during practical periods. Not
only have they been enjoying Just Dance, learning the sequences to some classic dances, and some rhythmic
gymnastics, year 8 students have been busy creating their own floor/dance routine.
Year 8 has also been learning how to develop and maintain healthy relationships, with a focus on how to
successfully communicate with one another both physically and online.

Year 9 Survivor
Year 9 students have been active and engaged in ‘Survivor’ this
term. Students worked together in their tribes (with students they do
not normally work with)!
The aim of the unit is to promote teamwork, engagement,
confidence, communication, curiosity and collaboration.
They are going really well!

Year 11 CAFS Learning Groups
Students in Community and Family
Studies (CAFS) are looking at
resource management, in particular
to human resources and non-human
resources.
One of the things we do in CAFS is
learning groups. Here are some
students recording some of their
research on the board!

Design and Technology
Year 11 Visual Arts Excursion
This week Year 11 Visual Arts visited Hazelhurst Regional Gallery in Gymea to see the ARTEXPRESS Exhibition.
A R T E X P R E S S is an annual exhibition featuring a selection of outstanding student artworks developed for the
artmaking component of the H S C examination in visual arts. The students were able to view a broad range of
approaches and media through the artworks on display. They found the experience very inspiring and helpful as
they plan for the Body of Work they will commence later this year.

The English Chronicle
Chief Editor: W. Shakespeare

Date: Very Ye Olde

Breaking News!
Year 9 are muscling up
with strong verbs and
powerful adjectives!
Get ready to be persuaded!
Sub-Editor: Squire J. Little
Sketch artist: Lady M. Manthos
As thoughtful and intelligent persuasive
writers, Year 9 students have looked under the
microscope and performed a little sentence
surgery to get their writing craft in tip-top
condition. We’ve tightened up syntax, sprinkled
purposeful punctuation and experimented with
our formal and informal writing voices.
Students have learned that one of their
greatest writing weapons is a reliance on strong
verbs and powerful adjectives inside precise
sentences.
Our students have experimented with
literary tone and sharpened their technical
devices. We have ‘wept’ instead of cried, offered
‘succour’ instead of help, built ‘dwellings’ instead
of houses and shared ‘good cheer’ instead of
happy endings.
Well done, Year 9.
Mrs Soane, Mr Little and Miss Manthos

Apothecary to fix your scabs and sores.: C. McLaren (very discrete)
Paper girl: J. Soane (toss her a coin ... no buttons please)

English Chat
☺English chat with Year 9☺
☺Mrs Soane and Alexis Mitrevski☺

You’re new to
the college! What
were your first
impressions?

What makes a
gripping novel?

What have you
learned about
media and
morality?

Why is English
an important
area of learning
at school?

Okay … so the school is clean,
super neat and everyone is
really kind

Oh … I like mysteries with
cabins and magic, maybe a
forest. It has to leave me
wanting more, that’s for sure!

To look really carefully at web
pages and ask people’s
permission if you want to post
pictures. Be
polite!

It broadens your knowledge,
relates to a whole lot of
subjects, helps create deep
ideas and helps you evaluate
what’s going on around you. �

Drama Club

Relax … it’s no DRAMA!
Year 7 Drama

Year 7 Drama Skills classes have had a great time this term
developing their communication skills and engaging in play
building activities to build confidence. It is great to see so
many willing
participants each lesson and a developing sense of awareness of the benefits of play.
Last week our classes engaged in nonverbal play building
activities where we created interesting shapes to present
scenarios and scenes. The photos attached demonstrate
scenes created by each class which include each student
who has built upon a scene to create a postcard.

Can you make out the beach scenes
we captured?

There are a few umbrella, crabs and
sharks to spot!
Thank you, Year 7 students, for your curiosity, craftmanship
and collaboration in Drama this term. It is a great space
where we come together to communicate, develop skills and
gain confidence in our interactions with one another. I am so
enjoying working with you all.
Mrs McLaren
Drama Teacher

Duke of Edinburgh Spotlight
Duke of Ed Spotlight
This week our Duke of Ed Spotlight is on Sophie Rafaraci from Year 11,
who completed her Bronze Award at the end of 2020 and has since begun
her Silver Award. Congratulations Sophie!
When I asked Sophie about why it was worthwhile doing Duke of Ed, she
said that it has taught her perseverance and consistency, which have been
applicable to her learning at school and other aspects of life. She has had to
set deadlines for herself to work towards and feels the reward of reaching
the end goal as you work towards it over time. This is an important
component of the Award – that it is student driven and students finish the
Award at their own pace. For some this means taking it a bit slower, and for
the more ambitious it means finishing it as soon as possible!
Sophie also enjoys the hike component of the Award as it encourages her to
be courageous, step outside of her comfort zone and spend the time with
her friends, developing relationships.
The activities that Sophie completed for her Bronze Award were:
•

Skill: singing lessons

•

Physical recreation: netball training and weekly games at her local club

•

Service: assisting with teaching children at her church

While Duke of Ed encourages students to commit to one activity for the duration of one Award, it allows
flexibility for students to pursue their interests and change activities when moving to the next level. For her
Silver Award, Sophie will be changing her physical recreation to boot camp training sessions, and her service to
cooking food to donate to families in need.
There will be an upcoming 2 day, 1 night hike at the beginning of next term. Students in Year 9 who have begun
their Bronze Award this year and need to do their qualifying journey, and students in Year 10-11 who have
begun Silver and need to do their practice journey, will meet regularly in D40 at lunchtimes on Thursday to
prepare themselves for this hike as they learn about the gear they will need, the terrain they will be facing, and
skills needed to navigate and work collaboratively when in a new environment!
If other students continuing the Award need any assistance, they can email Mrs Chow at any time or find her in
the playground.

Careers Column

HSC Study Skills Workshop

Upon special request, we delivered a workshop on study skills to Year 12 during PC lessons this week.
Students learnt about the primary difference between active and passive study techniques and some active
forms of revision such as creating mind maps or graphic organisers, distributing learning over time, utilising
knowledge in a practice exam, explaining content to someone else, and most importantly self-testing!
Students also learnt about effective note-taking techniques and using traffic lights as a way to guide revision
for an exam. We would like to thank students for participating in this workshop and look forward to seeing them
put some of the new strategies they learnt into practice!

Australian Defence Force (ADF) Gap Year

Comprising the Navy, Army and Air Force, the Australian Defence Force is a modern, people-focused
organisation; and one of Australia’s major employers.
An ADF Gap Year is a unique opportunity for students to experience life in the Navy, Army or Air Force, without
needing to make a long-term commitment. The skills obtained through the ADF Gap Year program will provide
students with valuable work and life experience and are completely transferable. It will enable students to
develop the confidence for their next endeavour.

Students who take part in the ADF Gap Year program:

Whatever your interest, there are a variety of roles to select that will provide young Australians valuable life skills.
These include experiences as an officer, in management, engineering, logistics and warehousing, combat and
security, and administration. To find out more information and read the FAQs, go to their website.
Mrs Mertzanakis and Mrs Chow

SENIOR SCHOOL
SENIOR SCHOOL

MISA Secondary Sport 2021
Wow! What an incredible start to 2021 for our MISA competition!
Results from Week 8 (16 March) are:
7-9 Girls Volleyball

Defeated WAC

2-1

7-9 Boys Volleyball

Defeated WAC

2-0

10-12 Boys Basketball

Defeated WAC

24-19

7-9 Boys Softball – Team A

Defeated WAC

10-8

7-9 Girls Hockey

Lost to BAC

0-5

7-9 Boys Softball – Team B

BYE

10-12 Girls Basketball

Lost to BAC

16-13

10-12 Boys Oz Tag

Lost to MAS

14-3

10-12 Girls Oz Tag

Lost to WAC

4-1

7-9 Girls Indoor Cricket

Lost to WAC

72-22

Good luck in FINALS next week!

Secondary College Cross Country
Tuesday 9 March was the Secondary College Cross Country at Camden Equestrian Centre. This was a
competitor only Carnival and was a great day! Not too hot but a nice day to run.
Congratulations to all competitors. The following are the age champions for 2021:

CSSA State Volleyball Gala Day
Last Wednesday, 10 March, Oran Park Anglican College sent an Open Boys Volleyball team to CSSA State
Volleyball Gala Day.
It was a fantastic day with 10 teams being represented at the day. Our boys played really well winning 3 of their 4
games convincingly.
Unfortunately, they went down 2 sets to 1 in the game that would send them through to the finals, but our boys
came 3rd overall! What a great day it was!

Secondary CSSA South Met Swimming Carnival
On Monday, 15 March, our Oran Park Anglican College team went to Prairiewood Leisure Centre for the CSSA
South Met Swimming Carnival. This was a fantastic day where our swimmers represented the College well.
Quite a few swimmers have progressed through to the CSSA State Swimming Carnival. Stay tuned for the final
list of students who have progressed.

CIS U17 Boys Softball
Well done to Owen Cox (Year 8) who made it into the CIS U17 boys
Softball team. Last week, Owen
represented us at the All Schools Softball Championships.
Well done! He was definitely one of the youngest (and smallest) students there!

Conquer the World Challenge
Remember to send through your Conquer the World Kilometres to your Sports
Captains…
•
•
•
•

Carmichael – Alyssa Oudshoorn: aoudshoorn@student.opac.nsw.edu.au
Lewis – Marne Seymour: mseymour@student.opac.nsw.edu.au
Liddell – Jai Cooper: jcooper@student.opac.nsw.edu.au
Wilberforce – Evan Gardner: egardner@student.opac.nsw.edu.au

From the Sports Captains…

Our house Carmichael is named after Amy Carmichael who was a Christian missionary in India, who opened an
orphanage and founded a mission in Dohnavur. She served in India for 55 years without furlough and wrote
many books about the missionary work there. Amy Carmichael was born in Ireland in 1867 and worked among
the poor in Belfast. From 1895 to 1925, her work with orphans in Tinnevelly (now Tirunelveli) was supported by
the Church of England. After that time, Carmichael continued her work in the faith mission style, establishing an
orphanage in Dohnavur. The orphanage first cared for girls who had been temple girls, who would eventually
become temple prostitutes. Later the orphanage accepted boys as well. Amy Carmichael never returned to
England after arriving in India. She wrote prolifically, publishing nearly 40 books. In her personal devotions, she
relied on scripture and poetry and she wrote many of her own poems and songs. In 1951 Carmichael died at
Dohnavur. Her headstone is inscribed “Ammai”, revered mother, which the children of Dohnavur called
Carmichael. Carmichael’s lengthy ministry at Dohnavur was sustained through her strong reliance upon
scripture and prayer. Her early dedication to holiness practices and her roots in the Keswick tradition helped to
guide her strong will and determination in her mission to the children of southern India. – By Alyssa Oudshoorn

C.S. Lewis (1898–1963) was an Irish born author who was one of the most influential writers of the 20th
Century. He was a Fellow and Tutor in English Literature at Oxford University until 1954, then he was
unanimously elected to the Chair of Medieval and Renaissance Literature at Cambridge University, a position he
held until his retirement. He wrote about 40 books that continue to attract thousands of new readers every year.
Some of his most popular accomplishments were Out of the Silent Planet, Mere Christianity, The Screwtape
Letters, and The Chronicles of Narnia. - By Marne Seymour

The house Liddell is named after the Scottish athlete, Eric Liddell (1902-1945). He was known for his athletic
ability: he also played rugby union. Liddell refused to run in the heats of his favoured 100m at the 1924 Summer
Olympics because they were being run on a Sunday. As a Christian, he didn’t want to compete on the Lords
day. Instead he competed in the 400m that were held on a weekday, which he won. He later served as a
Christian Missionary teacher in China. The movie, ‘Chariots of Fire’ is based on his story. – By Jai Cooper

The house of Wilberforce is named after the British politician William Wilberforce, who is best known for fighting
to abolish the slave trade in British overseas possessions. Despite growing up surrounded by wealth, he had
sympathy towards everyone. No matter who they were or what they looked like, he had the courage
to act against horrible issues such as slavery. He wrote "So enormous, so dreadful, so irremediable did the
trade's wickedness appear that my own mind was completely made up for abolition. Let the consequences be
what they would: I from this time determined that I would never rest until I had effected its abolition." His
determination and resilience to push through the struggle changed the world forever, and in Wilberforce, we
never give up when faced with a challenge. – By Evan Gardner

OPAC Fitness Centre
The Oran Park Anglican College Fitness Centre is open and ready to go outside of school hours. Here is the
timetable with times and supervision:
•

Monday Lunchtime: 12:55-1:25pm (Supervised by Mrs. Nyamushi)

•

Monday afternoon: 3:30-4:15pm (Supervised by Mrs. Rees)

•

Tuesday mornings: 7:30-8:15am (Supervised by Mrs. Clisdell)

•

Wednesday mornings: 7:30-8:00am (Supervised by Mrs. Clisdell)

•

Wednesday afternoon: 3:30-4:30pm (Supervision Mr. Williams/Mr. Hadfield – PRIMARILY
AIMED AT GRADE 10-12 students)

•

Thursday lunchtime: 12:55-1:25pm (Supervised by Mrs. Clisdell)

•

Friday lunchtime: 12:55-1:25pm (Supervised by Mrs. Rees)

Dates for the Diary:
MISA Finals – 23 March 2021
CSSA State Swimming – 30 March 2021

Mrs Clisdell
Head of PDHPE Senior School

‘Look at the Geese’
We should never be surprised that ancient writers of
the Bible can still shed wise light for us in current
times. It has been a hectic and at times harried term
as we have sought to adjust to a new ‘normal’ at
school and in our families and community. As the
changes have mounted, it has been easy to fall into
what many label ‘change-fatigue’ As we have passed
the halfway point of the term and possibly even begin
to look forward to the upcoming Easter season, it is
possible that we can begin to flag in our energy levels. Our tempers flare, edges are sharp and as emotional full tanks get low, our ‘care-factor’ diminishes
and we can find ourselves easily frustrated with our
kids and in our lives.
The value of perseverance in learning and in life is
significant to us, so let me encourage you all to continue onwards and to press on. In the book of Galatians 6:9, the reminder is to ‘let us not grow weary of
doing good, for in due season we will reap, if we do
not give up."
If we need to see this in nature, my suggestion is to
‘look at the geese’. It is said that a flock of great
northern geese will fly thousands of miles in a perfect
V formation. As each bird moves its wings, it creates
an uplift for the bird that is following. It is estimated
that their formation flying is 70 percent more efficient
than flying alone.
At a distance, the flock appears to be guided by a
single leader. But the lead bird does not in fact guide
the formation. When the lead bird tires, it rotates back
in the formation to take advantage of the lifting power
of the birds in front.

Each flock finds its own unique rhythm and spirit. The
pulsating sound of the huge flapping wings excites and
energizes the entire formation; the geese
enthusiastically honk from behind to encourage those in
front to keep up their speed.
When a member of the flock becomes sick or wounded,
two geese drop out of the formation and follow it down to
help and protect it. They stay with the vulnerable bird
until it is able to fly again—then they soar off together to
catch up with the flock.
As the summer fades and the season changes, let me
encourage you to ‘look up’. It’s important to remember to
get away, to refresh ourselves, to recharge—even
something small brings a much needed reconnection.
Continue to seek the good in and for others and to treat
all those in our care with kindness and respect.
Ms Kirsten Philips
Director of Wellbeing and Christian Education

